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Abstract. This article describes the approach of experts of the National Research Moscow State University of Civil Engineering (MGSU) to the construction of modern operating systems in buildings using BIM-technology. This article was performed within the Russian State tasks MGSU project “Methodology of ideas, design and verification of energy-efficient engineering systems conventionally abstract objects (on formal models of buildings)”.
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1. Introduction

Since 2008, in National Research Moscow State University of Civil Engineering (MGSU) exist Situational Energy Efficiency Centre of MGSU (SEC MGSU).

Today SEC MGSU provides energy-efficient control of the operation of two buildings with a total area of the University for more than 18 000 sq. m. Infrastructure SEC MGSU enables operational control of the operation of engineering systems, archiving and analysis of data, verification of the technical and technological solutions and software for automated building management systems (ABMS).

2. Discussion

SEC MGSU is the epitome of an experimental platform and a new approach to building - view of the construction of the object throughout the life cycle - from conception to the time of the disposal. This approach involves the development of the concept and design of construction projects according to the conditions and terms of further operation. It allows - for capital construction projects - to achieve substantial savings in operating costs (payment of resources - heat, water, electricity, maintenance costs operation service; the cost of sudden failure of hardware engineering systems due to lack of timely diagnosis, to eliminate the consequences of accidents costs because of lack of engineering safety systems).

Implemented in SEC MGSU system performs the operational management and analytical data processing of all engineering objects of life-support systems: electricity, lighting, heating, heating, ventilation, water supply and sewerage. The quality of the power supply is controlled by 110 points,
heat parameters - flow rate and coolant temperature - controlled at 40 points, at 10 points controlled the water flow, traffic control is carried out in 100 points and in 100 points is carried out ambient light control, noise is monitored in 90 points, in 95 points internal air temperature is controlled and at 10 points relative humidity of internal air is controlled. In addition, SEC MGSU is equipped with a weather station, transmitting in the system environmental conditions (ambient air temperature, relative humidity of the outside air, wind speed and direction, the presence of rain).

Figure 1 Educational Laboratory Building, equipped with energy-efficient automated control system.

3. Method

The system is based on the main-modular principle. The data from the end devices are transmitted to the control device modules (one module consists of up to 5 rooms), then the information is transferred to the storey controller, then to a central server SEC MGSU. The central server is physically consists of two servers - the first is subject to problems of operational management, the second is subordinate to the tasks of archiving and analytical processing data. It is controlled in real time. Access to the information management system is carried out on a local network of university, when you enter of appropriate access data. Through the information system interface available information on all the parameters controlled by the SEC MGSU, available setting values of the parameters of engineering systems and the assignment of rooms’ microclimate parameters.

In addition to the above-described infrastructures in SEC MGSU also established laboratory facilities to carry out research projects activities with students and graduate students. Here are created 5 unique laboratories in various fields of building automation and energy saving. Laboratory equipment - proprietary research stands its own design. A wide range of features and options scaling of developed scientific equipment allows to use them in the work since the educational process of 3rd year Baccalaureate and ending with the preparation of doctoral theses.
Special attention in SEC MGSU is paid to practical application and promotion of energy-efficient solutions for the construction. Conducted in SEC MGSU experiments show payback of used improved energy efficiency technologies within 3-5 years. Thus, the undeniable is attraction of investment for the owner of real estate such technology introduction.

In 2015 began a new stage of development MGSU SEC associated with the use of BIM-technologies. Information modelling of construction projects for today is one of the most effective tools to reduce the cost of design, construction, operation and disposal of buildings and structures. A look at the life cycle of construction projects as a continuous process makes it possible at the stage of concept development and design to take the necessary decisions to improve the efficiency of their operation, and recycling. At the same time the use of BIM-technology in the design process significantly speeds, reduces the cost and improves the quality of design process itself, contributing to the avoidance of errors, collisions and making it easier to verify compliance with regulatory requirements.

Above applies primarily to construction projects, information model of which began to form in the early stages of the life cycle and “lived” with the object through all processes: the adjustment of design decisions, changes in design solutions in the construction, repair and overhaul, alterations, replacement of systems engineering equipment and so on. However, significantly improve the efficiency of existing buildings and structures is also possible through the creation of an information model of the object directly at the operation stage.

Creation of such a model in the first place, increases the efficiency of repair work, in large building complexes allows administering maintenance service work taking into account the current state of the elements of buildings, optimize engineering systems equipment.

An example of such an information model is implemented today in SEC MGSU. The model is based on three main blocks - architecture 3-d model, engineering simulation model systems and system of automated monitoring and control of engineering systems.

4. Conclusion

Merging into a single building information model allows these components to achieve the results described above and, in addition, harnessing simulation model of engineering systems, analyze the effectiveness of the use of new types of equipment before carrying out maintenance work associated with its replacement. Also, integration of a simulation model of engineering systems with a system of automated monitoring and control of engineering systems makes it possible to verify the modules of simulation model corresponding to the different types of equipment, including undergoing testing.

Thus, for today in the Moscow State University of Civil Engineering building has created a unique scientific and practical platform for development and testing of advanced technologies for construction and housing. To date, close to completing work on the creation of an information model of the operated building, designed to ensure the transition to a new level of maintenance of building.
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